The aim of this paper is to propose effective attentional regions for fine-grained visual recognition. Based on the Spatial Transformers' capability of spatial manipulation within networks, we propose an extension model, the Attention-Guided Spatial Transformer Networks (AG-STNs). This model can guide the Spatial Transformers with hardcoded attentional regions at first. Then such guidance can be turned off, and the network model will adjust the region learning in terms of the location and scale. Such adjustment is conditioned to the classification loss so that it is actually optimized for better recognition results. With this model, we are able to successfully capture detailed attentional information. Also, the AG-STNs are able to capture attentional information in multiple levels, and different levels of attentional information are complementary to each other in our experiments. A fusion of them brings better results.
Introduction
Fine-grained visual recognition (FGVR), including finegrained image and video recognition, has attracted much attention in recent years. As a subclass of visual recognition, FGVR aims to distinguish subtle difference between similar sub-categories of a certain generic category. Take the video-based FGVR as an example. As shown in Fig. 1 , an FGVR task may require the distinction of different processes in the same activity (e.g., the process "Cut Apart", "Cut Slices" and etc. of the activity "Cooking"). FGVR is a useful technology because of its potential to employ artificial intelligence (A.I.) to further understand visual information and provide better support to daily human life.
However in FGVR, discriminative information is always contained in certain regions while the other regions contain much redundancy. Thus the intra-class variance is subtle, which makes FGVR an extremely difficult computer vision task.
For solving this problem, many recent FGVR studies develop algorithms on the attentional regions, rather than the whole scenes [4] , [5] . In attentional regions, much redundant visual information are discarded and the remainders are discriminative. Attentional regions can be divided into two types, namely hard-coded and deep-learned attentional regions. The former locates attentional regions by certain hand-crafted saliency features, and the latter locates them by learnable models that can be embedded within deep neural networks. Hard-coded attentional regions are generally not accurate enough. For example, in video-based FGVR, most hard-coded methods assume the attentional regions to be person-centric, which is not true sometimes [3] - [6] . Generally, the region where action is happening is more important. The problem of deep-learned methods is that they are extremely hard to train with only categorical information because they have to simultaneously complete two difficult tasks (i.e., region localization and recognition).
In this work, we overcome this difficulty by proposing Attention-Guided Spatial Transformer Networks (AG-STNs), which is an attention-guided variant of the spatial transformer networks (STNs) [2] . AG-STNs have a mechanism named regressive guiding, which makes spatial transformers to capture the same regions as hard-coded attentional regions in a certain scale by regression. With AG-STNs, we can first guide the networks to capture attentional regions (rather than performing other transformations) of scales in intended level. Then we turn off regressive guiding and let the networks to adjust attentional region capturing by themselves (with only categorical information). Finally, the deep-learned attentional regions from AG-STNs will focus more meaningful parts. AG-STNs bring two benefits: (i) Fig. 2 Illustration of the attentional region scales in some previous work (red solid-line boxes) [2] , [3] and the detail-level attentional regions in this paper (yellow dotted boxes). It can be seen that in traditional scale of attentional regions, there are still much redundant visual information.
Additional guidance information makes the network easier to optimize; (ii) With different scales of hard-coded attentional regions, AG-STNs can be guided to capture different scales of attentional information, which are complementary to each other.
In experiment, we explore attentional regions of three levels, namely detailed level (224px attentional regions from 896px input images), middle level (224px attentional regions from 448px input images) and the general level (224px attentional regions from 256px input images). Especially, the detailed level attentional regions are hardly ever involved in other studies. Figure 2 shows the superiority of detailed level attentional regions. In the image-based case, there are totally three streams of networks. In the video-based case, because we both explore attentional regions on the RGB frames and optical flows, there are totally six streams. Our experimental results show that AG-STNs are much easier to optimize in the detailed level, in which level the traditional STNs face the most serious difficulty. Moreover, multi-level attentional information captured by the AG-STNs are complementary to each other, and a fusion can bring better results. We report state-of-art performance on the CUB-200-2011 dataset [7] .
Related Work
FGVR is a subfield of visual recognition, and thus has been strongly influenced by the studies of general visual recognition, including shallow approaches [8] - [12] and deep approaches [13] - [21] . Especially the deep ones have gained dramatical improvement in recent years. For example, in the video-based case, the two-stream models [18] - [21] make a well-known success. In our work, for the video-based case, we exploit information on both RGB frames and optical flows.
However, compared with general visual recognition, FGVR requires much effort to find and learn the attentional regions of the scenes rather than directly learning the entire scenes. Such effort can be divided into two types, namely hard-coded attention and deep-learned attention.
Hard-coded attention generally selects the attentional regions before learning them. The selection is always implemented by solving a certain statistical problem, which strongly relays on human's expert knowledges [6] . The selected regions are then learned by recognition algorithms. However, the prior knowledge, on which the hard-coded attention is based, may not lead the algorithms to find the most effective regions.
Deep-learned attention is generally implemented with certain learnable mechanisms designed for attention learning, which can be embedded within deep neural networks. Such attention-learning mechanism can be trained together with the recognition networks by standard backpropagation. For example, [22] generates video saliency maps for locating attention with the feature maps from Vide-oLSTM, which is able to simultaneously exploit multiple video information (appearance, motion and attention). By doing so, [22] brings relevant spatial-temporal locations for video-based attentional regions.
Our work is mainly related with the deep-learned attentional algorithms, and address the problem that those algorithms are very hard to train. Our work is an attentionguided variant of the STNs [2] . The Spatial Transformers of the STNs can apply multiple transformations on the inputs. The transformation could possibly make the transformed images to be attentional regions of the input images. However, without constraints, the transformation could also possibly be other and even meaningless transformations. In this work, we add guidance signals, which are computed from hard-coded attentional regions. To obtain the hardcoded attentional regions, we utilize a saliency-heavy strategy. For the image case, we utilize the saliency map based on Minimum Barrier Distance (MBD) Transform [23] . For the video case, we use the motion value computed on optical flows as saliency, which is similar to [3] , [4] .
The work of [24] is also a supervised deep transformer mechanism. However, our work is still very different from [24] , because: (i) Beside categorical labels, [24] requires another ground truth, the facial landmarks, which is quite unique for face detection. In this paper, we only use categorical labels as ground truth. We use saliency-heavy regions to do the guidance, which cannot be regarded as ground truth.
(ii) Regarding the guiding process, [24] guides the transformer via an FC layer. However, on the basis of fully understanding of the spatial transformer, we guide it directly by the intended initial transformation parameters. Our methods is more direct and easier to theoretically explain because there is no "black box" (i.e., the FC layer) between the guidance target and signal. (iii) In [24] , the guidance module works all the time. In our work, after the guidance, the guidance module is "turned off ". Thus, in the latter stage, our work is optimized only towards the target of better recognition without being influenced by manual features/signals. (iv) Our approach is able to obtain multi-level attentional information. Different levels of attentional information are proved to be complementary in this paper.
There are some hard attention-related studies that are related with our work. [3] , for example, applies hard-coded attention in video-based FGVR. [3] constructs a multistream network model trained on two-level inputs. Beside the entire scenes, [3] also captures the hard-coded attentional regions that are containable to bound human bodies, and thereafter trains the neural networks on the captured attentional regions. Compared with [3] , our approach use deep-learned attentional regions rather than the motionheavy attentional regions that are used in [3] . Also, our approach has totally three scales and is able to capture much more comprehensive attentional information. Especially, the detail-level attention focus on the hand-centric regions where the action are happening, which outperforms the other two levels in the video-based case.
The research [25] and [26] are both concerned with the learning of deep-learned attention on raw inputs (rather than feature maps). [25] proposed an non-uniformed sampling scheme on raw image inputs by using as guidance the saliency maps that are generated from a CNN. Conditioned on the saliency maps, [25] amplifies the regions that response to more saliency. Compared with [25] , our work is different mainly in the following aspects: (i) our work uses saliency maps as an initial guidance signal and turns off such a guidance in the later stage. The purpose of doing so is to reduce the prior hypothesis bias caused by the saliency, in case the saliency learning scheme cannot bring the best recognition results. (ii) the sampling of [25] strongly relies on distorted zoom while our work is mainly a localization with slightly distortion for alignment. The spatial correlation of objects within same attention is still preserved. [26] recurrently locate the attentional regions from coarse level to finer level. However, [26] only allows localization and scaling on input images while our work also allows other transformations (e.g., rotation, distortion, etc.) with Spatial Transformer module. Therefore, our work is able to align the captured regions.
Other than the studies focusing on finding attentional regions on raw inputs, there are also some studies focusing on selective or weighted schemes on deep features. [27] takes the 7 × 7 × 1024-D feature cubes from CNNs as the inputs of their LSTM-based attention model. [28] groups the feature maps from different CNN channels by cluster-ing spatially-correlated channels. Thereafter multiple soft attentional regions are generated by weighting and pooling from clustered feature maps. [29] proposes one-squeeze multi-excitation (OSME) module to enforce the correlations among multiple attention, which are generated from weighted response on feature maps. Those studies bring some improvements but the learned attention is not directly ocular for human, which can be a barrier for understanding how the attention is learned. Visual explanation algorithms, such as [30] , have to be used for observing the captured attention. The visualization result is strongly relied on the capability of visual explanation algorithms. In order to better understand the attention-learning process, especially how the focus moves during training, our work follows the studies focusing on attention learning on raw inputs [2] , [22] , [24] - [26] .
There are some FGVR studies that do not focus on attention learning. BoostCNN [31] proposes a boosting algorithm, which can combine the merits of multiple learners on multiple scales. Kernel Pooling [32] proposes a pooling scheme that obtains higher-order statics of deep features via Tensor Sketch compression. Pairwise Confusion [33] intentionally introduces confusion in the feature activations for preventing overfitting problem in FGVR. By adding pairwise Euclidean distance constraint between samples during training, [33] forces the network to avoid learning only sample-specific clues. These approaches look complementary with our work and it is possible to get better performance to combine our work with these studies.
Approach
The proposed approach is an attention-guided variant of STNs, which addresses the training difficulty. With the guidance, AG-STNs can be restrained to capture certain regions of certain scales at first (regressive guiding step). Then such restraint is removed and the regions can be adjusted conditionally upon the classification loss in the same way of ordinary STNs (joint training step).
STNs in Attentional Region Capturing
The STNs contains two important parts: the localization network and the recognition network. As shown in Fig. 3 (a) , given an input image I in , the localization network learns a set of transformation parameters θ = f loc (I in ), where f loc denotes the function of the localization network. Thereafter a spatial transformation module ST obtains the transformed image I t = ST (θ, I in ), and I t will be the input of the recognition network. The whole structure can be optimized together: thus, the transformation applied on I in will make I t better recognized by the recognition network. Rather than directly transforming I in , ST is in fact implemented by a transformation applied on a regular grid G, on which I t is defined. G = {G i } and G i = (x t i , y t i ) denotes the coordinates of G. Let the transformation on G be T . T (θ, G) denotes the transformed grid and it defines I in . Thereafter, the sampler which will be the input of a recognition network. The whole structure can be optimized together by standard back-propagation and I t will be better recognized by the recognition network. However, the STNs severely suffer from "Distortion Effect" when learning detail-level attentional information. Rather than intended attentional regions, only distorted and weird images can be obtained. (b) illustrates the proposed AG-STNs. The parts in the red-frame box are what implements the regressive guiding.θ is the set of transformation parameters, with which the Spatial Transformer module ST will output the same regions as hard-coded attentional regions. Inside the red-frame box, except the shaded parts, the rest parts are actually existing parts of the STNs. During regressive guiding step, the parts outside of the red-frame box are turned off (truncated). During the regressive guiding step, we useθ as the regression target and train the parts in the red-frame box by minimizing the L1-loss between the θ andθ. After the regressive guiding step, for further adjusting the attentional regions, the shaded parts are turned off and all the other parts are turned on (linked up). is the 6-dimensional affine transformation matrix and the transformation between T (θ, G) and G is implemented as
where (x s i , y s i ) is a coordinate in T (θ, G), and it defines the particular location of I in , at which S should samples the value for the location (x t i , y t i ) in I t . Those coordinate are normalized by width/height. Thus,
Bilinear sampling kernel is used for S in [2] , and our work uses the same sampling kernel.
In addition to affine transformation, STNs also allow other transformations by using different θ. In this work, we hope the Spatial Transformers to capture the attentional regions, for which affine transformation is enough. Thus, we keep using affine transformation in this work, and thus the θ in this paper is always 6-dimensional. However, rather than capturing attention region, affine transformation can also result in other processing on I in , such as rotation, warping, etc. It is hard to make the localization network automatically "know" our intention. The networks can hardly automatically perform the cropping of right scale, rather than other transformations, when only categorical information is provided. Furthermore, in some cases, especially when we try to capture attentional regions in a very detailed level, the images obtained from the localization networks are severely distorted. Consequently, the recognition performance is extremely bad.
As shown in Fig. 3 (a) , the purpose of using the STNs is to learn the attentional region from inputs. However, what we actually obtain from the STNs are distorted images that cannot be well recognized by the recognition network. This is because initial parameters of the localization network are not meaningful for the task. Therefore, at the beginning, the spatial transformation applied on video frames is meaningless. In many cases, especially when we want more detailed information, however the STNs are trained, they still obtain only distorted images. It is because in such cases, the STNs can hardly be optimized with only classification loss propagated from a recognition network. This phenomenon is referred as distortion effect.
Attention-Guided STNs
To solve the problem of "Distortion Effect", we propose the AG-STNs. As shown in Fig. 3 (b) , the training of an AG-STN can be mainly divided into two steps. The first step is regressive guiding, in which the localization network is initialized with hard-coded attentional regions. The second step is joint training, in which the regressive guiding is turned off and the localization network is jointly trained with the recognition network. The loss functions of these two steps are defined as
where s denotes the s th step (e.g., s = 1 denotes the first step). L s is the loss function of the s th step. As can be seen, L 1 is in fact a L1-loss and L 2 a standard cross-entropy loss. More details about Eq. (2a) and (2b) are in the following sections.
Regressive Guiding
Similar to the formulation in Sect Obviously, after the training in this step, θ will get close toθ and I t will approximate R h . Then we introduce how we obtain the hard-coded attentional regions and how we obtainθ (namely the ST −1 ).
Hard-coded attentional region generation. The hard-coded attentional regions are generated from saliency maps corresponding to each image/video frame. Let M be a saliency map and M I /M V respectively denote a saliency map for the image-based/video-based cases. For obtaining M I , we directly utilize the MB+ method in [23] . For the video-based case, let F be a certain frame whose size is w×h and w is the long side (w > h). The coordinate (α, β) denotes a pixel position in F. Then the saliency value of M V on the position (α, β) is computed as
where 
The computation ofθ. For convenience of computation, we crop an h × h square part from the w × h images/frames, and use the h × h part instead of the whole image/frame as I in . When cropping, we make sure R h is included in the cropped part I in .
Assume the starting position of R h to be P and the position of P in I in is (ᾱ rh , β rh ). Here we want I t to be R h . As shown in Fig. 5 , each point of I t should be sampled from the same position of I in . Take P as an example, the pixel of P in I t should also be the pixel of P in I in . The position of P in I in is (ᾱ rh , β rh ), and thus the coordinate of P in T (θ, G) is
). Similarly, the position of P in I t is (1, 1) , and the coordinate of P in G is (−1, −1).
Then, as introduced in Sect. 3.1, I in and I t are respectively defined on T (θ, G) and G. The transformation between T (θ, G) and G are defined as Eq. (1). Thus,
Joint Training
After the previous step, the localization network has been initialized to capture the region R h . We then fuse the initialized localization network with the recognition network and train them together (joint training). Equation (2b) defines the loss function for a k-class classification problem. Let l = {l 1 , . . . , l k } be a k-dimensional vector of logits, which are outputted by the recognition network. In Eq. (2b), ρ is the prediction of category for input instance and p(ρ = c) = exp(l c ) ∑ k i=1 exp(l i ) . λ c is a binary indicator (0 or 1), which equals to 1 if c is the true label of the input instance and 0 otherwise. During the step of joint training, all the networks are trained by Eq. (2b) . In other words, all the influencing factors are optimized toward the target of better classification performance. With the training, the networks will gradually locate from R h to deep-learned attentional region R d , which will be more discriminative.
Multi-Stream AG-STNs
When small attentional regions can provide more details, sometimes general information is also crucial. For example, as shown in Fig. 4 , in some cases, more general information such as the location of humans in the scene can be very important. Rather than exploiting only detailed attentional information, AG-STNs can also be used for cap- Fig. 4 When distinguishing between "cut outside" (a) and "cut slices" (b), it is obvious that the most crucial and discriminative information is mainly contained in detailed region. However, in some other cases, such as distinguishing between "take out from drawer" and "take out from fridge", more general information, such as the position of human (whether the person is closer to the fridge or drawer), is also very important.
Fig. 5
The dark-blue-frame box illustrates I in and the light blue coordinate system illustrates T (θ, G). The red-frame box illustrates intended I t , which equals to R h . The coordinate system in pale red illustrates G. Note that the in the coordinate systems used in the Spatial Transformers, the positive direction of vertical axis is downward.
turing multi-level attentional information. To provide comprehensive information, we apply three levels of attentional regions, namely the detail level, middle level and general level.
I t is the input of the recognition network, which requires the inputs to be in a definite size (e.g., 224 × 224 for ResNet-101 [14] ). I t is in fact a part of I in (h × h) , and thus if we resize original images/frames to a lager size (i.e., larger w×h), I t will account for smaller proportion of I in and otherwise lager proportion. Consequently, we can decide I t to capture more detailed or general information by setting larger or smaller w and h.
As mentioned before, initial I t depends on R h . Therefore, we can compute R h for multi-size I in beforehand. Then we initialize multi-level localization networks by regressive guiding with multi-level R h . Thereafter, during the joint training step, the location and proportion of attentional regions can be fine-tuned to a needed extend.
Experiments

Dataset and Implementation Details
Dataset: For the image-based case, we use CUB-200-2011 [7] , which is a bird image dataset across 200 species. There are totally 11788 images in this dataset, 5994 of which are training images and the left 5794 are testing images. The dataset also provides bounding boxes and detailed part annotations but we do not use them in this paper. For the video-based case, we use the MPII Cooking Activities Dataset [1] , which is a dataset of cooking activities. The dataset contains 5609 clips, 3748 of which are labelled as one of the 64 distinct cooking activities, and the remaining 1861 are labelled as background activity.
Network architecture: In the image-based case, we use the ResNet-101 model for localization networks and both ResNet-101 and DenseNet-161 model [34] for recognition network. In the video-based case, all the networks are based on ResNet-101. In the video-based case, we feed spatial networks with RGB frames and temporal networks with stacked optical flows. We set the batch size as 128 for MPII dataset and 8 for CUB-200-2011 dataset. We initially train the localization networks by regressive guiding and pre-train the recognition networks by random cropping. At this stage, we set the learning rate as 10 −3 for localization networks and 10 −4 for recognition networks. We then fuse localization and recognition networks together for joint training. At this stage, for image/RGB frame training, we set the learning rate as 10 −6 for the localization networks and 10 −5 for the recognition networks. For optical flow training, we set the learning rate as 10 −6 for the localization networks initially and then 10 −7 when training status saturates. Meanwhile the learning rate of recognition networks is kept as 10 −5 . When training CNNs directly on the hard-coded attentional regions, the learning rate is set as 10 −4 at first and then 10 −5 when training status saturates.
Input sizes: For all the datasets, we first resize all the images/RGB frames/Optical flows into a certain size I rs . Table 1 shows the size configurations for different levels. In order to feed I in into the localization networks, we need to downscale I in at first. Regarding the downscaling strategies, we utilize image resizing for the general level. For the middle and detail level, we respectively add 2× and 4× max pooling layers before the localization networks.
Evaluation configuration: The MPII Cooking Activities Dataset requires to evaluate by the mAP accuracy. We extract the Pool5 features and feed them into SVM for evaluation. In single-frame evaluation, we select the Pool5 feature of the center frame. In all-frame evaluation, we average the Pool5 features of all the frames in a video clip. The CUB-200-2011 dataset requires to evaluate by one-vs-all accuracy, we evaluate in an end-to-end style.
Evaluation on Detail-Level Attention Learning
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the AG-STNs for exploiting detail-level attentional information. We compare AG-STNs with the CNNs trained on hard-coded attentional regions and the original STNs. All the networks in this section are based on ResNet-101. Since the training of STNs involves randomness, especially regarding the initialization of network parameters, we run the experiments of STNs with different parameter initializations for 10 times and report the best results.
As shown in Table 2 , the AG-STNs outperforms the STNs and hard-coded attentional regions in all the aspects. In the image-based case, the AG-STNs are dramatically better than the other two. In the video-based case, in both single-frame and all frame-evaluation, the AG-STNs outperforms the other two in both spatial and temporal information learning. Figure 6 illustrates some examples of different regions respectively captured by different approaches. As can be seen, the STNs can capture very limited attentional information in detail level, which accounts for the low performance of STNs in this level. Whereas the AG-STNs guided by hard-coded attentional regions can successfully capture the intended information. Though guided by hard-coded attentional regions, the regions captured by the AG-STNs are far more discriminative. Therefore, the AG-STNs also outperform the hard-coded approach. Figure 7 shows the the Figure 8 visualizes how an AG-STN gradually moves its focus from the initial Fig. 6 Illustration of the detail-level attentional regions respectively captured by the hard-coded approach, STNs and AG-STNs. The STNs suffer from "Distortion Effect" so severely that the STNs can get very limited detail-level information. On the contrary, the AG-STNs can capture attentional regions as intended without being affected by "Distortion Effect". Guided by the hard-coded attentional regions, the AG-STNs are able to gradually focus on more discriminative regions (e.g., the regions where the action is happening). attentional regions to more discriminative parts.
Evaluation on Multi-Stream AG-STNs
Beside the capability for exploiting detail-level attentional information, the AG-STNs also have the ability to capture attentional information in other levels. In this section, we present the results of multi-stream AG-STNs. All the localization networks are constructed from ResNet-101. In the video-based case, we use ResNet-101 for all the recognition networks. In the image-based case, we evaluate the performance by using both ResNet-101 and DenseNet-101 as recognition network. The performance of AG-STNs is also compared with no-attention baselines trained on whole images/RGB frames/Optical flows. The results are shown as Table 3 . As can be observed, AG-STNs dramatically outperforms the no-attention baselines. Besides, in the both of image-based and video-based cases, different streams of AG-STNs are complementary to each other. A fusion of them brings better results. Table 4 shows a comparison with previous studies in CUB-200-2011. [2] is most related with our work. In [2] , Table 4 Comparison results on CUB 200 2011 Part-based R-CNNs [35] 76.36% PD+DCoP+flip+GT BBox+ft [36] 82.8% Compact Bilinear Pooling [37] 84.0% STNs (4×ST-CNN 448px) [2] 84.1% LRBP [38] 84.21% RN-50+SS [25] 84.5% PD+FC+SWFV-CNN [39] 84.54% RA-CNN (scale 1+2+3) [26] 85.3% Improved Bilinear Pooling [40] 85.8% BoostCNN [31] 86.2% Kernel Pooling [32] 86.2% MA-CNN (L cls + L cng ) [28] 86.5% ResNet-101+OSME+MAMC [29] 86.5% PC-DenseNet-161 [33] 86.87% Ours (multi-stream AG-STNs) 86.93%
the best result is achieved by 4×ST-CNNs (224 px attentional regions for 448 px inputs). In our work, we use the three levels of 1×AG-STNs. Compared with [2] , our work is able to exploit more detailed attentional information, which Pose (BM+FFT) [1] 34.6% Pose+Holistic [1] 57.9% Holistic (Trajectory+HOG+HOF+MBH) [1] 59.2% P-CNN + IDT-FV [5] 71.4% Second-order Pooling (BKCP + KCP) + Trajectories [4] 74.7% Ours (multi-stream AG-STNs) 57.15%
is proved to be complementary with attentional information of other levels, such as the level used in [2] (i.e., 224 px attentional regions for 448 px inputs). The result shows that our work is comparable with those state-of-art studies on CUB-200-2011. Table 5 shows a comparison with previous studies in MPII Cooking. Compared with those studies, we do not use any pose information at all. Either do we combine our methods with hand-crafted features. The current state-ofart work focuses on temporal pooling schemes for aggregating information from different frames [4] , which is not the focus of this paper at all. We simply aggregate all-frame information by average. However, since those studies look complementary with ours, it is possible to get better performance by combine our work with these studies. Also, we suppose the performance may be further improved by integrating with pose information, hand-crafted features and using better pooling methods.
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce a new extension model of STNs, the AG-STNs, for solving the problem of training difficulty. In the AG-STNs, at first, a mechanism named regressive guiding supervises the Spatial Transformers with hardcoded attentional regions. Then regressive guiding is turned off and the network is able to adjust the captured regions for obtaining more effective attentional information. With the mechanism of regressive guiding, the Spatial Transformers are able to understand their "mission" and therefore capture the attentional information in the intended level rather than implementing other transformations. Besides, with regressive guiding, the Spatial Transformers do not suffer from "Distortion Effect" any more. "Distortion Effect" is especially severe when capturing detail-level attentional information and it is mainly caused by the deficiency of the onlyprovided categorical signals. Since the AG-STNs are provided with hard-coded attentional information in addition to the categorical information, they successfully capture attentional information in a very detailed level whereas the STNs fail to capture attentional information in such level. Also, as attention region localization and recognition are optimized simultaneously, the AG-STNs can capture more discriminative regions than the hard-coded regions. Besides, regressive guiding can also be used to make the Spatial Transformers to capture multi-level attentional regions by guiding with the relevant multi-level hard-coded attentional re-gions. Our results show that AG-STNs outperform STNs and hard-coded approaches for capturing detail-level attentional information. Moreover, the streams of multi-stream AG-STNs are complementary to each other. Therefore, the fusion of the streams brings better results.
